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LET FACTORY COMMANDER® BE YOUR GUIDE
Today’s increased focus on manufacturing costs and return on investment (ROI) can make even the most
seasoned professional feel lost. Could
current operations be improved?
Will future operations meet financial
requirements? Now there’s a software
tool that guides you on these timecritical missions, and clears the
way to reaching your goal,
Factory Commander®.
Developed with Sandia National
Laboratories, Factory Commander® is
Determine Production Cost Trends
Find Breakeven and Cash Flow Requirements
a Cost and Resource Evaluation software platform that can be applied to
any discrete manufacturing or assembly operation. It performs high-level
cost analyses of overall factory and
individual product costs, manufacturing capacity, and revenues. You can
apply these features to both strategic
new factory design and tactical current factory optimization.
With its proven track record,
Factory Commander® is ready to
address your critical business applications. From capacity planning and
product costing to strategic and resource planning to product positioning, Factory
Commander® has the power and flexibility to meet the needs of both manufacturers and suppliers. Add WWK’s available data sets and you are ready to jump start
your learning curve and start answering your key business questions today.
Don’t let the complexity of large-scale investments grind your decision-making
process to a halt. When it comes to reducing risk and increasing profitability,
Factory Commander® is your compass. Join the list of Fortune 500 companies that
are achieving multi-million dollar savings. Factory Commander® is the standard
for leading IC, flat panel display, magnetic media and solar panel manufacturers,
equipment and material suppliers, and 300mm consortia.
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Factory Commander® is supported by the world’s leading operational modeling software and services provider, Wright Williams & Kelly, Inc. Whether you
need a software tool or a staff of on-site manufacturing experts, we provide the
most cost effective solutions to your business needs. From COO and OEE to full
factory analysis, only Wright Williams & Kelly, Inc. offers a full range of solutions.
So let Factory Commander® clear your way to greater profitability.
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Call today for more information from Wright Williams & Kelly, Inc. Providing
business solutions for productivity and cost management since 1991.
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